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USER MANUAL - PILOT TESC

You are just one moment away 
from the world of luxury... just turn 
on your CALMA

For your own good, please take our recommendations seriously:

 ■ Leave the installation and first start-up of the fireplace to a qualified installer.
 ■ Familiarize yourself with the safety rules and the method of controlling the gas fire-

place contained in the attached full User Manual.
 ■ Keep all documentation that came with your fireplace.
 ■ Instruct other potential users of the device in the field of operation and safety rules.



Become an aware user:

If you notice that the fireplace is not working or you can smell gas in the room, turn it 
off immediately, cut off the fuel supply to the device, close the gas valve, disconnect the 
electric circuit, ventilate the room and contact the service center.

If the pilot flame extinguishes during operation, wait at least 10 minutes before re-
starting.

Supervise children and other people who require special attention when using the 
heater.

Do not touch a burning fireplace as it heats up to high temperatures.

Do not run the fireplace without installed windows. If they are damaged in any way, 
they must be replaced immediately.

Only decorative elements supplied by the manufacturer may be installed in the de-
vice in accordance with the full Instructions for Use.

Ceramic logs used in the device are elements of a gas burner. Modifications to their 
arrangement are not allowed.

There must not be curtains, wooden furniture, MDF board furniture, upholstered fur-
niture, plastic items, laundry dryers and other flammable materials directly above the 
device and at a distance of at least 2 m from the glass.

If the heater will not be used for an extended period of time, shut off the gas supply.

Remember to commission periodic inspections of both the installed equipment and 
the associated air / flue gas system.
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FIRING UP THE DEVICE
Press and hold SET until you hear a short beep. Release the button. The heater will start 
the firing-up procedure and the display will show “PILOT”. After firing up, the display will 
show the “ON” symbol and the device will automatically set the maximum flame height 
If the device does not start, the procedure will be repeated automatically two more times.

If the heater is not activated, the message “E00” will appear on the display. Disconnect the 
gas supply to the device and contact the service center.

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM FLAME HEIGHT / STAND BY MODE

With the heater working.

Increasing the flame height. Press  . 

Reducing the height of the flame. Press  .

The heater is controlled by TESC automatics and has seven levels of regulation of the flame 
height of the main burner.

CHILD PROOF MODE ACTIVATION
The TESC remote control (type FB 868D) has an automatic protection. To unlock the device, 
place the remote control in your hand in such a way as to activate the sensors on both sides 
of it at the same time. The unlocking of the remote control is signaled by the green diode 
above the SET button. The remote control must be unlocked to be able to control the heater.

TURNING OFF THE DEVICE
With the heater operating, press  . After the putting out procedure is completed, the 
message “OFF” will appear on the display. If the device is warmed up, wait 5 minutes 
before trying to fire again. 

CHANGING THE BATTERY IN THE REMOTE CONTROL
Control with the use of TESC automation

 ■ Remote control - 2 x 1.5V AA batteries

 ■ Control module - 3 x 1.5V AA batteries

On the TESC remote control, the symbols “RC” and “FC” are displayed 
alternately by the battery indicator. “RC” shows the battery level of the 
remote control, and “FC” shows the battery level of the control unit. Ran-
dom error codes may appear on the display if the battery in the control 
module is completely discharged.

Used batteries in the receiver and the remote control should be placed 
in special containers for this type of waste.

The full and up-to-date content of the User Manual 
is available at www.mycalma.eu

The CALMA line of prestigious gas fireplaces was created 
and produced by the brand


